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Introduction

INTRODUCT ION

The purpose of this Brand Guide is to capture 

and communicate the unique attributes of the 

Revolutionary Clinics Brand. The following pages give 

insight into what sets Revolutionary Clinics apart from 

its competitors and provides a guideline for consistent 

tone and messaging across all communications.
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Positioning 
statement

WHO WE ARE

The posit ioning statement is the platform from which all  brand 
communications are derived. It  serves as an internal guideline that 
declares what you do, how you do it ,  who you do it for ,  and why you 
are dif ferent from your competitors .

The brand positioning of Revolutionary Clinics is to connect. 
To connect with the flower, of course. But also, to connect with 
your favorite Patient Advocate, fellow customers, medicinal  
relief and the cannabis community as a whole. As important  
as the product is, all of our competitors will have great products. 
What will make us different, and attract and keep customers,  
is the way we help people connect to us, their remedies and  
the culture.
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our customers

THE  TARGET  AUDIENCE

The purpose of defining a target audience is to help 

us create communications that are most effective for 

the most number of people. We are not trying to be 

everything to everyone. Instead, we are trying to build 

a brand that resonates with people who share our 

passion for not just high quality cannabis, but also 

for connecting with others who share that passion. 

The Revolutionary Clinics target audience is divided 

into two segments: Medicinal and Recreational. While 

both of these audiences care equally about the quality 

of our product, their motivations and attitude are 

different enough to consider using different tones 

when speaking to each.

CONT INUED  ▶
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OUR CUSTOMERS
M E D I C I N A L  TA R G E T

THE  TARGET  AUDIENCE

Medicinal marijuana users are buying cannabis for wellness. 
Whether it is for pain, nausea, sleep, or simply to relax, they use 
cannabis to feel better and not necessarily to feel high. Many 
of these users enjoy the consultative and spa-like atmosphere 
of our Somerville dispensary and enjoy the connection they 
have with their favorite Patient Advocates. Some worry that 
when it goes Adult-Use, their “safe place” will be inundated by 
stoners. They worry that their favorite clinics will become more 
transactional and less consultative.

CONT INUED  ▶

FOR THIS AUDIENCE, 
THE MOST IMPORTANT 
FEATURES ARE:

 □ Customer Service

 □ Effectiveness

 □ Quality

 □ Variety

 □ Convenience

 □ Price
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OUR CUSTOMERS
A D U L T - U S E  TA R G E T

THE  TARGET  AUDIENCE

This is the current state.  This wil l  evolve once Adult-Use mari juana  
is introduced and becomes the norm.

The Adult-Use audience is very curious and excited about 
buying cannabis legally, but many can’t imagine what the retail 
experience will be like. For most of this audience, cannabis is not 
new. But buying it legally is, and they are excited about seeing 
the ‘dessert cart' for themselves. These people currently have 
little or no brand loyalty. They may have friends with medical 
cards that tout certain dispensaries, but they are waiting to be 
able to walk in and form their own opinion. They will probably 
try out a number of different dispensaries based on location 
and convenience (delivery, waiting time, parking) and reputation 
before becoming a ‘regular’ at any one dispensary.

FOR THIS AUDIENCE, 
THE MOST IMPORTANT 
FEATURES ARE:

 □ Selection

 □ Professional Guidance

 □ Quality

 □ Price

 □ Convenience

 □ Vibe
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Brand personality

WHO WE ARE

The Brand Personality is the core of the brand and acts as a foundation 
for not only the tone of al l  communications,  but also al l  marketing 
tactics and partnerships.

THE "INCLUSIVE CONNOISSEUR" 

The Revolutionary Clinics Brand Personality is that of an 
inclusive connoisseur — one who is passionate about every 
product we make and uncompromising in our attention to 
detail and commitment to quality and innovation. We are 
also collaborative, working with our customers to help them 
connect with the people, products and delivery methods that 
deliver the effects or remedies they are looking for.

CONT INUED  ▶
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Brand personality

WHO WE ARE

INCLUSIVE  | Welcoming. Social. Friendly (but serious about product).

CONNOISSEUR  | Educated and educating — an authority you trust, and like.

PASSIONATE  | Enthusiastic. Curious. Love for the job and providing relief. 

UNCOMPROMISING  | Highest-quality (both in product and service).

INNOVATIVE  | Products. Service. People.

COLLABORATIVE  | Open-minded. Listening. In it with you.  
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Brand voice

WHO WE ARE

BE EMPATHETIC
Legal cannabis is still a novelty and many of our 
prospects are still uncertain of how it all works 
and what we, or any dispensary, has to offer. Use 
language that disarms our audience and shows 
them that we get what they are going through.

BE WELCOMING
All our communications should be an invitation 
to connect with Revolutionary Clinics and share 
what’s great about the cannabis experience. 
Words like ‘try,’ ‘experience,’ ‘share,’ ‘hang’ and 
'join' bring this to life.

CONT INUED  ▶

The Brand Voice is an internal guideline that informs the tone and 
style of al l  communications.  This not only applies to the written word, 
but also to the tone of the design as well .  The Revolutionary Clinics 
Brand Voice is al l  about making people feel confident that they are  
in the right place for al l  their cannabis needs.
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Brand voice

WHO WE ARE

BE THE EXPERT
Whether our customers are seasoned cannabis 
users or curious newbies, they are all looking to 
us for guidance. We are not “blue shirts.” We are 
cannabis connoisseurs and our words and tone 
should communicate this.

BE PASSIONATE
Our enthusiasm for the benefits of cannabis 
should be something that is felt in every one of 
our communications.  Whether it is passion for 
a product or the well-being of our customers, 
demonstrate it with the energy of your words 
and images.

BE COOL
As pleased as we are that cannabis is becoming 
mainstream, it is still a sub-culture that has 
its own unique style, language and vibe. Use 
language that shows that we are part of that 
culture—without sounding like the parent of 
a teenager who used street language just to 
sound ‘hip.’
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Creative brief
M E D I C I N A L

WHO WE ARE

WHAT COMMUNICATION ARE WE BRIEFING?
This is a Master Creative Brief which is to be used 
as the foundation for all briefs developed for all 
Revolutionary Clinics communications. 

WHO ARE WE TALKING TO AND  
WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THEM?
Medicinal marijuana users are buying cannabis 
for wellness. Whether it is for pain, nausea, sleep 
or simply to relax, they use cannabis to feel 
better and not necessarily to feel high. Many of 
these users enjoy the consultative and spa-like 
atmosphere of our Somerville dispensary and 
enjoy the connection they have with their favorite 
Patient Advocates. Some worry that when it goes 
Adult-Use, their “safe place” will be inundated by 
stoners. They worry that their favorite clinics will 
become more transactional and less consultative. 

For this audience, the most important features are:

 □ Customer Service

 □ Effectiveness

 □ Quality

 □ Variety

 □ Convenience

 □ Price

CURRENT PERCEPTION/ACTION:
“I am concerned about this whole Adult-Use thing.  
I like going to a place I feel safe and there are 
people who know me and what I need. Soon, 
it could be like going to a Headshop versus a 
medical clinic.” On the other hand, it’s about time 
that marijuana is available legally to everyone 21 
and over. I support the move, just a bit concerned 
about the influx of the masses at my shop. 

CONT INUED  ▶ 
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Creative brief
M E D I C I N A L

WHO WE ARE

WHAT IS THE KEY MESSAGE WE WANT  
TO COMMUNICATE? 
Revolutionary Clinics is all about connection — 
Connection to quality products, of course, but also 
to wellness, guidance, comfort, people and the 
community.

DESIRED PERCEPTION/ACTION
“It sounds silly, but I DO want to go to a place where 
everyone knows your name. A place where people 
don’t just know everything about WHAT they’re 
selling, but just as important, they know WHY I’m 
buying and what will work for me.”

WHAT SUPPORT DO WE HAVE FOR THE  
KEY MESSAGE?

IS THERE A TACTICAL INCENTIVE TO HELP US?
Loyalty program, gift-with-purchase product deals, 
free delivery. There will be the need to highlight 
regular price/product specials on both the home 
page as well as within the menus.

WHAT IS THE CALL TO ACTION? 
The primary CTA will be to purchase, either by 
ordering on the site for delivery or to come into  
a dispensary. 

HOW WILL WE MEASURE SUCCESS?
The bottom line, of course, is sales. But we  
should also measure key growth factors such  
as repeat customers, loyalty (SOW), social posts/
shares, PR, data collection, shopping cart  
patterns, upsells etc.

CONT INUED  ▶

 □ Quality

 □ Menu

 □ Personal Service

 □ Expertise

 □ Delivery

 □ Vibe
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Creative brief
M E D I C I N A L

WHO WE ARE

WHAT IS THE BRAND POSITIONING?
The brand positioning of Revolutionary Clinics is 
to Connect. To connect with the flower, of course. 
But also, to connect with your favorite Patient 
Advocate, fellow customers, medicinal relief and 
the cannabis community as a whole. As important 
as the product is, all of our competitors will have 
great products. What will make us different, and 
attract and keep customers, is the way we help 
people connect to us and the culture. 

WHAT IS THE BRAND PERSONALITY?
Inclusive — Welcoming. Social. Friendly  
(but serious about product).

Connoisseur — Educated and educating —  
an authority you trust, and like.

Passionate — Enthusiastic. Curious.  
Love for the job and providing relief. 

Uncompromising — Highest-quality  
(both in product and service).

Innovative — Products. Service. People.

Collaborative — Open-minded. Listening.  
In it with you. 

WHAT OTHER THINGS DO WE NEED  
TO COMMUNICATE?

 □ Menu

 □ Quality

 □ Services (delivery etc)

 □ Locations

 □ Product Education

 □ Community Involvement
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Creative brief
A D U L T - U S E

WHO WE ARE

WHAT COMMUNICATION ARE WE BRIEFING?
This is a Master Creative Brief which is to be used 
as the foundation for all briefs developed for all 
Revolutionary Clinics communications.

WHO ARE WE TALKING TO AND  
WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THEM?
The Adult-Use audience is very curious as to what 
legal marijuana will bring to Massachusetts. Users 
are currently getting their marijuana via the 
black market, grey market delivery services and 
from friends that have medical cards. They are 
excited and looking forward to buying cannabis 
legally, but many can’t imagine what the retail 
experience will be like. For most of this audience, 
cannabis is not a new. But buying it legally is, and 
they are excited about seeing the ‘dessert cart' for 
themselves. 

These people currently have little or no brand 
loyalty. They may have friends with medical cards 
that tout certain dispensaries, but they are waiting 
to be able to walk in and form their own opinion. 
They will probably try out a number of different 
dispensaries based on location and convenience 
(delivery, waiting time, parking) and reputation 
before becoming a ‘regular’ at any one dispensary. 
For this audience, the most important features are:

 □ Selection

 □ Quality

 □ Price

 □ Convenience

 □ Vibe

CONT INUED  ▶
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creative brief
A D U L T - U S E

WHO WE ARE

Current Non-users (some used in college) are a 
huge part of the markets upside. These people are 
waiting to try/retry it when it becomes totally legal. 
Soccer moms, doctors, lawyers, plumbers, street 
sweepers, etc. represent a large untapped market 
who will dabble once they see and understand that 
the product is professionally produced, packaged 
and dosed. Word-of-mouth will drive many to take 
a look for themselves. For this audience, the most 
important features are:

 □ Feeling safe

 □ Professional guidance

 □ Selection

 □ Quality

 □ Price

 □ Convenience

 □ Vibe

CURRENT PERCEPTION/ACTION:
Current Users: “It’s going to be like being a kid  
in a candy store! I plan to try a few places and  
see who has the best quality and selection. I can’t 
wait to sample all kinds of different strains and 
delivery methods.”

Non-users: I am very curious as to what these 
places are going to look like. I will wait until I feel 
comfortable before I go in. I need to connect with 
a dispensary and an expert to help me understand 
my options.

WHAT IS THE KEY MESSAGE  
WE WANT TO COMMUNICATE? 
Revolutionary Clinics is all about connection. 
Connection to the wellness, highest quality 
products, people and the community.

CONT INUED  ▶
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creative brief
A D U L T - U S E

WHO WE ARE

DESIRED PERCEPTION/ACTION
“Holy Shit! Revolutionary Clinics (RevC) is MY kind 
of place. The product. The vibe. And especially  
the people. Yes, RevC has great products and 
selection but I don’t just go there to get cannabis 
products — I go because the staff there connects 
with me. I go because they know me like a friend 
and I can connect with this great community 
they’ve created. It’s finally OK to openly hang, 
share and learn.”

WHAT SUPPORT DO WE HAVE FOR THE  
KEY MESSAGE?
 □ Quality

 □ Menu

 □ Personal Service

 □ Expertise

 □ Delivery

 □ Vibe

IS THERE A TACTICAL INCENTIVE TO HELP US?
Loyalty program, Gift-with-purchase product deals, 
free delivery. There will be the need to highlight 
regular price/product specials on both the home 
page as well as within the menu.

WHAT IS THE CALL TO ACTION? 
The primary CTA will be to purchase, either by 
ordering on the site for delivery or to come into  
a dispensary. 

HOW WILL WE MEASURE SUCCESS?
The bottom line, of course, is sales. But we  
should also measure key growth factors such  
as repeat customers, loyalty (SOW), social posts/
shares, PR, data collection, shopping cart  
patterns, upsells etc. 

CONT INUED  ▶
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creative brief
A D U L T - U S E

WHO WE ARE

WHAT IS THE BRAND POSITIONING?
The brand positioning of Revolutionary Clinics is 
to connect. To connect with the flower, of course. 
But also, to connect with your favorite Patient 
Advocate, fellow customers and the cannabis 
community as a whole. As important as the 
product is, all of our competitors will have great 
products. What will make us different, and attract 
and keep customers, is the way we help people 
connect to us and the culture. 

WHAT IS THE BRAND PERSONALITY?
Inclusive — Welcoming. Social. Friendly (but 
serious about product).

Connoisseur — Educated and educating —  
an authority you trust, and like.

Passionate — Enthusiastic. Curious. Love for  
the job. 

Uncompromising — Highest-quality (both  
in product and service).

Innovative — Products. Service. People.

Collaborative — Open-minded. Listening.  
In it with you. 

WHAT OTHER THINGS DO WE NEED  
TO COMMUNICATE?
□	 Menu

 □ Quality

 □ Services (delivery etc)

 □ Locations

 □ Product Education

 □ Community Involvement
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OUR logo
L O N G - F O R M  F O R  M E D I C I N A L 

VISUALS
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OUR logo
S H O R T - F O R M  F O R  A D U L T - U S E 

VISUALS
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OUR logo
L O G O T Y P E 

VISUALS

Montserrat LightMontserrat ExtraBold
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BRAND IMAGERY
M A N D A L A S

VISUALS

C R E A T I V I T Y

E N E R G Y H A P P I N E S S R E L I E F

R E L A X A T I O N
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TYPOGRAPHY

VISUALS

Montserrat (print + web)

Lulo Clean (print + web)

Medium 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

SemiBold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Bold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

ExtraBold 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Light 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Regular 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890

Outline Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890
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BRAND PALETTE
P R I M A R Y

VISUALS

PRINT

• PANTONE 533 C

• PANTONE 8781 C*

• CMYK 95 72 15 67

WEB

• HEX #1F2A44

SCREEN

• RGB 31 42 68

PRINT

• PANTONE 187 C

• PANTONE 8883 C*

• CMYK 7 100 82 26

WEB

• HEX #A6192E

SCREEN

• RGB 166 25 46

PRINT

• PANTONE COOL GRAY 5

• PANTONE 877 C*

• CMYK 13 9 10 27

WEB

• HEX #B1B3B3

SCREEN

• RGB 177 179 179

PRINT

• PANTONE PROCESS BLACK

• CMYK 0 0 0 100

WEB

• HEX #000000

SCREEN

• RGB 0 0 0

*Pantone Metallics Coated should be used in offset printed applications exclusively. 
Note: Colors may not precisely match as display monitors and printers can vary.
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BRAND PALETTE
S E C O N D A R Y

VISUALS

PRINT

• PANTONE 2593 C

• CMYK 66 92 0 0

WEB

• HEX #84329B

SCREEN

• RGB 132 50 155

PRINT

• PANTONE 286 C

• CMYK 100 75 0 0

WEB

• HEX #0033A0

SCREEN

• RGB 0 51 160

PRINT

• PANTONE 152 C

• CMYK 0 66 100 0

WEB

• HEX #E57200

SCREEN

• RGB 229 114 0

PRINT

• PANTONE 109 C

• CMYK 0 9 100 0

WEB

• HEX #FFD100

SCREEN

• RGB 255 209 0

PRINT

• PANTONE 398 C

• CMYK 14 6 100 24

WEB

• HEX #ADA400

SCREEN

• RGB 173 164 0

Note: Colors may not precisely match as display monitors and printers can vary.
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PACKAGING

VISUALS

PURE CANNABIS OIL

P U R E
C A N N A B I S

O I L

 
This product has not been 
analyzed or approved by 
the FDA. There is limited 
information on the side 
effects of using this product, 
and there may be associated 
health risks. Marijuana use 
during pregnancy and 
breast-feeding may pose 
potential harms. It is against 
the law to drive or operate 
machinery when under the 
influence of this product. 
This product has been tested 
for containments and there 
were no adverse findings. 

Revolutionary Clinics | 
67 Broadway, Somerville, 
MA 02145 | 617-213-6006 | 
RMD405 | 110 Fawcett St. 
Cambridge, MA 02138 | 
617-800-0813 | RMD925 | 
www.revclinics.org

KEEP THIS PRODUCT 
AWAY FROM CHILDREN

V A P E
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Promotional products

VISUALS


